Getting Started Guide
the inflatable event tent
1. Lay out the rigging mat, check that it is clean. Peg the corners if on grass, weight
if on hard ground. Remove the idome from its bag & place in the centre of the mat.
Spread out the 2 cross-wind legs to form an arch
2. Unzip the bottom of the pump and check battery us connected properly (it
cannot be sent out connected) Check the pump pressure limiter is set at 2.6-2.8 psi
and that the hose is in the right hand hole marked “OUT”
3. Remove the dust caps from all the valves at the bottom of each leg, and check
that the valve rings are nipped up firmly. Connect the pump to one of the crosswind leg valves and inflate till the pump stops automatically. Re-fit the dust cap.
4. Repeat on the opposite leg till an arch is formed
5. Inflate the upwind leg next - it is a good idea to help the tent up as the leg
inflates. ATTENTION: never inflate the downwind leg before the upwind leg in
windy condittions. Enlist extra help if required at this stage. The idome will be
stable on 3 legs in calm conditions. Inflate the downwind leg, then
6. If on soft ground, immediately peg all 4 feet on the outside D rings
7. If on hard ground attach all 4 outside D rings feet to the rigging mat as shown, or
if not using the mat attach to the weights, as shown
8. GETTING THE TENT SQUARED UP: check each leg in turn to see that it faces
diagonally across the rigging mat and exactly towards the opposite leg. If necessary
grab a leg near the base and twist it in the required direction to square up the tent.
Once the leg is squared up fit the peg to the inner D ring or attach to the weight or
mat as required
9. When fitting the walls start in the centre, line up the marker on the wall to the
marker on the canopy and attach all the hooks to the wall support rope in turn.
10. If the rope is too slack or too tight, adjust the tension at the base of the leg
and tie it off. You should only need to trim the tent once in this way, but it pays
dividends to do it carefully to end up a smart-looking wrinkle-free tent.
11. All trimmed, pegged and ready for action!
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12. In windy conditons ratchet straps whould be attached to the upper D rings and
secured in the ground using a peg.
13. Remember to charge the pump battery after every use. Never leave it flat for
any period of time or damage to the battery will ensue
For more information on the operation and maintenance of the Idome Event
Tent please refer to the Idome Instruction Manual or call us on 01840 213
063. You can download the instructions from our website
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